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(i.e., an enterprise application) as a front end of a
workflow management system supports the automation of business processes [15]. Moreover, the
workplace can provide an interactive working
environment to assist users to perform business
activities in an efficient manner.
Unfortunately, business processes in an organization tend to evolve over time in order to
reflect changing organizational structures and
business objectives. Furthermore, technological
updates and innovation also affect the way business is carried out. To maintain the competitive
edge in this ever-changing business environment,
organizations must keep on modifying or reconfiguring their enterprise applications, such as
workplace applications, in time to meet the latest
business requirements. However, the traditional
software design approach demands requirements
to be fully specified before the design stage. This
cannot be applicable to the design and development of enterprise applications (e.g., workplace
applications) where agile and fast development is
required to cope with dramatically changing requirements. Furthermore, most organizations cannot afford to manually redesign or reconfigure
their workplace applications every time a change
in business processes occurs, since it is a laborintensive activity and often requires shutting
down existing systems to perform maintenance
operations. As a result, it is critical to consider the
frequently evolving nature of business processes
when designing a workplace application.
In this paper, we propose a workplace design
framework that automatically generates workplace applications from business processes. To
ensure the workplace application can accurately
execute the activities specified in business processes, we further establish bindings between business processes and workplace applications. In

Abstract
In this ever-changing business environment, business processes are constantly being customized to
reflect the up-to-date organizational structure and
business objectives. Furthermore, technological
updates and innovation also affect the way business is carried out. A workplace application provides an interactive electronic working
environment that integrates software applications
to assist users in performing their daily work more
efficiently. It is challenging to maintain workplace applications as it often involves laborintensive manual reconfiguration to adapt workplace applications to the changes to business processes. In this paper, we propose a workplace
design framework that automatically analyzes
business processes and generates workplace applications. Furthermore, it permits workplace reconfiguration at run time, which minimizes the
interruption to users’ work and simplifies deployment of business process changes to workplace applications. A prototype workplace
application is designed and developed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

1 Introduction
In recent years, many organizations have employed workflow management systems to automate business processes in order to achieve high
efficiency while minimizing the operational costs.
A workflow management system can leverage
enterprise applications to manage the flow of information within an organization. A workplace
The research is funded by IBM Centers for Advanced
Studies and NSERC.
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order to minimize the impact on organizational
operations while reconfiguring workplace applications, we provide a dynamic reconfiguration process that permits a workplace application to
gradually migrate an obsolete business process to
a new one without introducing inconsistencies or
shutting down the system. As a result, the maintenance costs and disturbance to users’ work can be
minimized for the evolving business processes.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of business processes and
workplace applications. In Section 3, we present a
motivating example. Section 4 presents our proposed framework that automatically generates a
workplace application from business processes. In
Section 5, we discuss the issue of binding tasks to
workplace applications. Section 6 discusses the
dynamic reconfiguration process. Section 7 introduces the case studies. Section 8 gives a survey of
the related work. Section 9 presents our conclusions.

Figure 1: Purchase order business process
of business processes to represent its operations.
A workflow management system is responsible
for automating these business processes and assigning tasks to individual role players (i.e., users)
[15].

2.2 Workplace Applications
To improve user experience in a business environment, workplace applications are designed to
assist the users to “get the job done” more efficiently. The goal of the workplace application is
to deliver the right tools and the right information
to the user at the right time. A workplace is rolebased, which means different roles, such as Customer and Sales Manager, have different tools
and interfaces assigned to them. . In the context of
workflow, a workplace application serves as a
workflow client application [15] of the workflow
management system. At run time, when a task is
distributed by a back-end workflow management
system, a workplace application invokes an appropriate application that implements the task.
Once a task is completed, a completion message
is sent to the workflow management system. A
workplace application can be implemented using
Web portals [4] and the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) [19].
As an example of a workplace application, a
screen shot of our prototype workplace is illustrated in Figure 2. The workplace consists of several major user interface components, such as
Work Items, Process List, and Process Progress
Status. The Work Items component lists a collection of tasks that are assigned by a workflow
management system and are to be completed by
the user. The Process List component gathers a set
of business processes that the user participates in.
The business processes are organized based on the
role of the user in a business process. Multiple
roles may participate in a business process to fulfill tasks through collaboration mechanisms provided by workplace platforms. As illustrated in
the Process List component, the user is assigned
to two roles, including Product Manager and a

2 Overview of Workplace
Applications
In this section, we present an overview of business processes. We also elaborate on workplace
applications and their relationships with workflow
management systems.

2.1 Business Processes
A business process is a sequence of activities undertaken by an organization in order to achieve a
desired business goal. A workflow definition is a
computerized representation of a business process.
An example Purchase order business process is
shown in Figure 1. This process contains four
tasks: Select product, Select payment method,
Purchase approval, and Create invoice. A task is
an inseparable activity that serves as a basic building block in a business process. Each task can
have input data and/or output data. For example,
Order request is the output data of Select payment
method and the input data of Purchase approval.
Each task is also associated with roles, resources,
and applications. For example, Select product and
Select payment method are performed by the role
of Customer, whereas Purchase approval and
Create invoice are performed by the role of Sales
Manager. An organization typically defines a set
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Figure 2: A sample screen shot of workplace
Manager. One application in the workplace implements one or more tasks specified in a workflow definition. The user interface of a taskrelated application is shown in the middle of the
workplace. In this example, an application is invoked to accomplish the task of Modify Catalog
Hierarchy. The application enables the user to
create a new category in a catalog hierarchy or to
select an existing category.

Figure 3: A purchase order process

3 A motivating example
We present a purchase order example to illustrate
how modifications in workflow definitions can be
reflected in the workplace. As shown in Figure 3,
a Purchase order business process handles a customer’s purchase request and generates an invoice
upon approval by four consecutive tasks. The
Select product task and Select payment method
task are performed by the role of Customer by
filling out a purchase application on a Sales Website. Consequently, the role of Sales Manager
verifies the order and approves it in the Purchase
approval task, and creates the invoices in the

Figure 4: Modified purchase order process
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Create invoice task. Moreover, the workflow
definition specifies data flowing between tasks,
including Product info, Order request, Customer
order, and Invoice. In the workplace, the application, named Order Management Application, is
used to perform the Purchase approval and the
Create invoice tasks, respectively.
Suppose the company decides that the sales
manager needs to verify the credit information of
the customer before a purchase can be approved.
This causes a new task, called Check customer
credit, to be inserted before the Purchase approval task in the Purchase order workflow definition. Nevertheless, a data element, called
Purchase Record, is added to the workflow definition. The modified workflow definition is
shown in Figure 4. In this case, a new application,
Credit Application, bound to the Check customer
credit task, needs to be installed.
The structure of a workplace application is
highly dependent on the underlying business processes. As a business process tends to change over
time, it is labor-intensive and error prone if a
workplace application is redesigned and reinstalled every time a change occurs. It is desirable to automate the redesign process by automatically generating a workplace application from
business processes. Furthermore, re-installing a
workplace application often requires shutting
down the existing workplace application, which
may not be feasible in many circumstances, such
as business processes with high availability and
cross-organizational processes. For example, a
sales manager is engaged in several business activities, and collaborates with other roles. The
system interruption of his/her workplace may
cause the loss of the work requests from other
roles, and cause the suspension of other business
processes that depend on the work accomplished
by this role. Moreover, shutting down the system
may cause a decline in business performance and
hence increase maintenance costs. As a result, run
time reconfiguration of the workplace application
is necessary to address the changing nature of
business domains. In the context of dynamic
workplace reconfiguration, we aim to address the
following issues:
•
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Figure 5: Workplace Generation Framework

•

•

rently progressing business process, the user
must conduct the additional task.
Bindings between tasks and the applications
that execute the tasks may change, such as
software upgrades. We treat different versions of an application as independent applications.
A role may be assigned to other tasks. A list
of new applications is added into each role
player’s workplace.

4 Workplace Generation
Framework
Our workplace generation framework leverages
the knowledge imbedded in business processes
and automatically generates a workplace application from workflow definitions. We aim to develop a role-based workplace that contains the
content and tasks relevant only to one role. As a
consequence, changes to workflow definitions can
be easily tracked down to the affected roles, and
the corresponding workplaces can be updated
using the proposed framework with no need for
manual intervention. This framework is depicted
in Figure 5. We first analyze the workflow definitions represented in a variety of business process
specification languages such as BPEL [13],
XPDL [14] or modeled using the IBM® WebSphere® Business Integration Modeler product [2].
We focus on capturing role-related information
such as the responsibility, rights, and required
resources for a role to accomplish their daily work.
Moreover, we represent this role-related information in a role model. To implement a workplace
application, we further generate a generic workplace model that describes abstract user interface
components and layouts of a workplace. By employing this workplace model, a platform-specific
workplace application can be automatically generated using available workplace implementation

As a workflow definition evolves, such as
task addition, deletion, and modification, users’ activities in the workplace are affected.
For example, if a new task is added to a cur-
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technologies, for example, Web portals and the
Rich Client Platform. Details of each step of the
process will be explained in the next few subsections.

4.1 Generating a Role Model
A workplace application provides a role-based
working environment to help users to perform
their tasks. In this context, a user is assigned a set
of roles in the workplace. For example, a user can
be both the Sales Manager and Product Manager
in the organization. Workflow definitions encode
the knowledge of roles in an organization. Typically, a role is involved in a number of business
processes; in each process, the role has to perform
a set of tasks. While performing the tasks, the role
may need to access applications and resources in
the organization. Additional constraints, such as
task priorities, scheduling information and time
constraints could determine more precise behavior
of the role in the workplace. We analyze workflow definitions, extract role-related information,
and represent it in a domain model, which we are
calling a role model. Essentially, such a role
model captures all information about the role
within the organization.

4.2 Generating a Workplace
Model

Figure 6: Workplace Model
handle the communications between the applications.
In our framework, the workplace model is
automatically generated from the role model
through a domain model transformation. Based on
our domain knowledge of the role model and the
workplace model, we define a collection of transformation rules. For example, the tasks in the role
model are mapped to the pages for applications in
the workplace model.

Based on our knowledge of workplace applications, we develop a workplace model for representing the high-level structure of a workplace.
This model allows task-related applications, supporting functionality, layout, and contextual information of a task to be specified. In our
workplace model, as illustrated in Figure 6, a user
can be a member of several user groups. When the
user logs on to the workplace, the user has a view
of the user-specific workplace interface. In the
workplace, the applications that implement tasks
are organized in a number of categories, which
are shown as tabs in the workplace user interface.
Each category may contain many pages, each of
which displays applications in the workplace.
Each application presents its own information,
and allows users to perform activities in the application window. The layout of each page is defined
by the LayoutElements. Since the user can simultaneously interact with several applications, these
applications need to communicate in the underlying infrastructure. We define events to

4.3 Generating the Workplace
Application
We generate a workplace application using the
workplace model obtained in the previous step.
Moreover, we generate the source code for workplace infrastructure and configuration files based
on specific workplace implementation technology.
Specifically, we develop an individual code generator for each platform. For example, to generate
a workplace application deployed on Web portals,
our code generator produces a portal configura-
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Figure 7: Example bindings: tasks to applications
tion file and source code of portlets [20], each of
which represents one application in the Web portal platform. The code generator also generates
the code for coordinating the running applications.
Moreover, the code generator can generate a
skeleton for an application based on the task information. However, the data and control logic of
the generated application still need to be implemented by site developers.
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Figure 9: Generating new configuration updates
for a workplace

To enable business process execution in a workplace environment, tasks need to be bound to applications in the workplace. A task-to-application
binding is specified when the workplace is created
for the user. Figure 7 illustrates a workflow definition composed of four tasks. Task 1 is bound to
Application A, and executed by Application A.
Similarly, Task 2 is bound to Application B in
user 1’s workplace, whereas Task 3 and Task 4
are bound to application C in user 2’s workplace.
At run time, the workflow management system initiates a workflow instance from a workflow definition. A workflow instance consists of
several task objects. Each task object corresponds
to one task specified in a workflow definition.
Figure 8 shows a sequence of task objects of a
workflow instance. When a task object needs to
be executed, the workflow management system
sends a request to the workplace. Consequently,
the workplace application fetches the binding
information between the task and its associated
application. Furthermore, the workflow management system assigns the task to each user. The
user accomplishes the task by executing the associated application in the workplace. An application can implement one or more tasks, such as
Task 3 and Task 4, shown in Figure 8. In this case,
if Task 4 is completed by Application 3, it also
implies that Task 3 is also completed by Application 3.

6 Dynamic Reconfiguration
In this section, we elaborate on our approach for
detecting changes in workflow definitions, and
generating an updated workplace configuration to
incorporate these changes. A workplace configuration includes the bindings between tasks and
their corresponding applications, interface definitions of the applications, and the workplace layout.
The content and layout of each workplace is determined by each user’s individual profile and
configuration.

6.1 Change Detection and Processing
Changes in workflow definitions can be detected
through exchanging information with the workflow management system. Typically, a workflow
management system maintains workflow definitions, which are used to create workflow instances.
Through the communication with the workflow
management system, any changes to workflow
definitions can be obtained.
In order to reconfigure the workplace application infrastructure, we utilize the workplace
generation process to produce workplace configuration. Figure 9 depicts the process of generating
new workplace configurations. We reuse the link-
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Case 1: A workflow instance of an old workflow
definition is set to continue its execution without
being affected. However, newly initiated workflow instances of this business process must follow the new workflow definition.

age established between business processes and
workplace applications in our workplace generation framework. However, instead of generating a
workplace application, the code generator generates configuration update scripts, which are applied to the workplace reconfiguration process.
As a result of changes in a workflow definition, new bindings between tasks and applications
may be introduced. Certain applications need to
be removed from the workplace application if
they no longer bind to any tasks in the new workflow definitions; some applications may be added
in the event that new tasks are added to the new
workflow definitions.

In the case that a workflow definition is modified
while the workflow instance from the old workflow definition is executing, the following two
situations can occur in the workflow management
system:
Case 2: Workflow instances of old workflow
definitions can be adapted to the new definitions
without being affected. This case is possible if the
execution sequence currently completed by the
workflow instance is valid under the new definition. In our example described in Figure 4, consider a workflow instance that has completed
Select product and Select payment method task
when the changes occur. Under the new definition,
the execution sequence for these two tasks remains the same. Therefore, this workflow instance
can adapt to the new definition without being affected.

6.2 Workplace Dynamic Reconfiguration
The objective of our proposed dynamic reconfiguration process is to maintain the work consistency
when a workplace is switched from one workflow
definition to an updated one while minimizing the
disturbance to the users’ current work within a
workplace application. To accomplish this objective, we validate the affected workflow instances
under the new workflow definitions, and determine an appropriate migration path for users to
follow the new workflow definitions. Details of
our reconfiguration process will be explained in
the following subsections.

Case 3: The workflow instance can be adapted to
the new definition. However, the application to
execute the affected tasks is required to terminate.
This is the case when the associated tasks are
changed in the new workflow definition. For example, a new task is added and an old task is removed; therefore, the task-to-application binding
needs to be modified. Consequently, the workflow
management system rolls back the workflow instance to a previous state. We define this difference in workflow definition as an inconsistency
spot. For instance, in our example in Figure 4,
consider a workflow instance that has completed
Select product, Select payment method, and Purchase approval when the changes occur. Since the
Check customer credit has not completed, the
workflow management system will roll back the
workflow instance to the Select payment method
task.

6.2.1 Validating Workflow Instances
Changes to workflow definitions can invalidate
currently progressing workflow instances in a
workflow management system. For example, adding a task to an existing workflow definition can
cause the currently progressing workflow instances under the old workflow definition to become inconsistent with the new workflow
definition. Therefore, each affected workflow
instance needs to be verified for consistency when
changes are made to workflow definitions. The
research on the validation of workflow instances
has been studied extensively in the literature, and
various approaches have been proposed [6][8][21].
In general, a workflow management system
provides several settings that allow a workflow
management system to be reconfigurable to new
workflow definitions. The reconfigurability settings of a workflow management system can be
summarized in the following four cases.

Case 4: The workflow management system is set
to terminate the progressing workflow instances
under the old workflow definitions.
When the workflow definition of a currently progressing workflow instance is changed, our reconfiguration process retrieves the reconfigurability
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settings from the workflow management system
and determines whether to immediately switch to
the new workflow definition or wait until the old
workflow instances are complete.

process needs to take appropriate actions to terminate or continue the applications that are bound
to the affected running workflow instances of old
workflow definitions. In our approach, we identify reconfiguration criteria that determine which
actions should be applied to the currently progressing workflow instances. The aim of defining
reconfiguration criteria is to maximize the integrity of the users’ current work in the workplace.
We are concerned about active and suspended
applications because these applications could
cause inconsistency to the state of the workplace
application after reconfiguration. An inactive application can be reconfigured according to the
four cases in the previous section without being
noticed by the user.
We apply a path analysis to all currently progressing workflow instances of the same workflow definition and compare the relative position
of the active and suspended applications to the
inconsistency spots in the workflow definition.
These inconsistency spots represent the differences between the two versions of workflow definitions. Based on this relative position, we define
the reconfiguration criteria by distinguishing
among the following three scenarios:

6.2.2 Life Cycle of an Application
In this section, we define the life cycle of an application that is bound to one or more tasks specified in workflow definitions. The life cycle of an
application consists of five states: Inactive, Active,
Suspended, Completed, and Terminated. The state
transition diagram of an application is shown in
Figure 10. The Inactive state indicates the tasks
implemented by the application have not been
initiated. Therefore, it is not activated in the
workplace. The Active state indicates the user is
current engaged in the application to perform
tasks. Completed denotes the tasks enacted by the
application are completed. Suspended state indicates that the application is initiated and temporarily idle; the user may resume work on it later.
The Terminated state indicates execution of the
tasks in the workplace has failed.
Suspended

Terminated

Active

Complete

•
Start

Inactive

Figure 10: Life cycle of an application in the
workplace
From a user’s perspective, a task in a workflow instance is delivered to a user’s workplace
based on the execution sequence specified in the
workflow definition. The task is temporarily
queued in a waiting list of the workplace, and is
shown to the user in the workplace. For example,
the Create Catalog task listed in Figure 2 is task
queued in the workplace. At any time, there can
be many applications initiated or requested by
other users; these applications are either in Active
or Suspended state. At any time, a user can actively work on one application.

•

•

6.2.3 Executing Workplace Reconfiguration
Once the workflow instances of a changed workflow definition have been validated by the workflow management system, the reconfiguration
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If the currently active application is in the
upstream of all the inconsistency spots (i.e.,
no inconsistency spot has been reached yet),
the reconfiguration process binds the affected
tasks in the new workflow instance with the
new application and updates the workplace
configuration. In this scenario, the users’ current work can carry on in the new workflow
instance.
If the currently active application is in the
downstream of an inconsistency spot, the reconfiguration process updates the task-toapplication binding information for the new
workflow definition. The users’ current work
can continue through the unchanged tasks in
the new workflow definition.
If the currently active application is in the
inconsistency spot, we can take two approaches. As described in Case 3 in Section
6.2.1, in which the workflow management
system decides to adapt the currently progressing workflow instance to the new definition by rolling back, the active application is
terminated, and the reconfiguration process
updates the configuration for the new work-

with the underlying workflow management system. We utilized the Reconfiguration Manager
component to generate reconfiguration updates
and perform the dynamic reconfiguration process.
Furthermore, the reconfiguration process consists
of the following 7 steps:

Browser / Rich client

Workplace application
Work
list

Process
Status

3

5

Applications
Workflow adapter
4

Workflow
1
1

2

7

(1) Upon receiving a new definition from the
back-end workflow management system, the
Workflow component forwards the new definition to the Reconfiguration Manager,
which generates workplace configuration update scripts, as mentioned in Section 6.1.
(2) The Workflow component retrieves the workflow reconfigurability settings from the workflow management system, as mentioned in
Section 6.2.1.
(3) The Workflow component determines the
reconfiguration criteria for each workflow instance and determines if active and suspended applications are affected, as discussed
in Section 6.2.2.
(4) The Reconfiguration Manager performs the
reconfiguration in the workplace. New applications are installed, and the binding information is updated by the Configuration
component. The workplace also notifies the
user about, and explains any changes to the
tasks in the workplace. The progress of each
affected workflow instances is also modified
according to the reconfigurability settings of
the workflow management system, as described in Section 6.2.1.
(5) The Workflow component updates the content
of Progress status application and Work List
application.
(6) The Workflow component notifies the workflow engine that reconfiguration is complete.
After this point, both the workplace application and the workflow management system
can resume their normal operations.
(7) In the case where an application is no longer
required, the workplace application uninstalls
this obsolete application when the workplace
configuration and workflow instances are not
depending on it.

Configuration
4

7

4

Reconfiguration Manager

6

Implementation Platform

Workflow Management System

Figure 11: Architecture of our dynamic reconfigurable workplace
flow definition. However, the reconfiguration
process can also follow Case 1 discussed in
Section 6.2.1, which allows the old workflow
instance to complete without changes.
Multiple workflow instances can exist in a
user’s workplace as the user is assigned tasks
from different workflow definitions. The reconfiguration process is applied to workflow instances in which changes are introduced in the
corresponding workflow definition. Other workflow instances under unchanged workflow definitions are kept intact. Once the reconfiguration
criteria are determined for each individual affected workflow instance, the reconfiguration
process can automatically modify the run time
information of each workflow instance.

6.2.4 Workplace Reconfiguration Procedure
A summary of the architecture of our workplace
application is shown in Figure 11. The Workflow
component serves as the interface to the workflow
management system. The Configuration component stores the configuration of the workplace,
such as the user profile, page layouts, and application binding information in a database. The Work
List component is an application responsible for
delivering tasks of each workflow instance to the
workplace. The Progress Status component displays the execution status of each workflow instance. The Workflow Adapters component is
used to handle the events and data communication

We demonstrate our reconfiguration process
using the motivating example in Section 3. Suppose there is a customer creating a new purchase
order and is at the point of the Select payment
method task when the workflow definition is
changed. The workflow management system has
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Web Browser

decided to adapt the currently progressing workflow instances to the new definition. In this case,
the change is detected by the Reconfiguration
Manager, which generates and executes a configuration update script. This allows the Credit
application to be installed to the workplace application. Reconfiguration Manager then verifies the
workplace reconfiguration criteria and determines
that the inconsistency spot (i.e., Check customer
credit task) is in the downstream of the current
active task (i.e., Select payment method task). The
binding between the Select payment method task
and the application, Sales Website, remains the
same in the new workflow definition. In this context, the reconfiguration process that adapts the
workplace to the new workflow definition will not
affect the customer’s interaction with the Sales
Website. The Reconfiguration Manager then performs the dynamic reconfiguration. Once complete, the Workflow component notifies the
workflow management system about the completion of the reconfiguration, and the workplace
then resumes its normal operation.

Presentation Services
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Security

Personalization

Administration

Content Mgt.

Notification

Collaboration

Portal Infrastructure

WebSphere Portal server

Workflow Management System

Business Components and Services

Figure 12: Websphere Portal Architecture
removed, or customized. In the context of our
prototype workplace, a portlet provides a user
interface for an application that implements one
or more tasks specified in workflow definitions.
The WebSphere Portal provides default portlets
that implement mailbox, calendar, and document
management. As shown in Figure 12, the WebSphere Portal also leverages the latest Web portal
technology to offer the following features [18].

7 Case Studies

•

We designed and developed our proposed framework to automatically generate a prototype workplace from workflow definitions. The workplace
contains a dynamic reconfiguration process. Our
prototype workplace is deployed on an IBM
WebSphere Portal [18] platform. Moreover, we
conducted case studies to verify our dynamic reconfiguration process. The results demonstrate
that the prototype workplace can effectively adapt
to changes to workflow definitions and dynamically reconfigure itself without manual intervention. In the following subsections, we explain the
implementation and case studies in more detail.

•
•
•
•
•

7.1 WebSphere Portal Technology

Integrating information from distinct information and resources, through the content
management module.
Search and navigation services provide help
for users to navigate to the required information.
Notification service can inform users of
events from the system or organization.
A personalization module is capable of delivering customized content for a specific user.
Collaboration services provide features to
help users share and with to specific information.
Security feature provides access control to
information for different users.

The WebSphere Portal also provides libraries and
toolkits for developing portlets. Since portlets are
a type of Java™ servlet, designing a portlet application follows a similar procedure as designing a
Servlet-based application. Moreover, WebSphere
portal also provides additional functionality to
customize portlets, such as state management,
messaging, and portlet cooperation [28].

The WebSphere Portal server is a Web application server that is responsible for providing contents of the Web portal to Web users. Figure 12
illustrates the architecture of the WebSphere Portal server. A portal server typically contains portlets, which are self-contained Web applications
and perform specific functionality inside the portal. Typically, a portlet is represented as a miniwindow on a portal Web page and can be installed,
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Table 1: Results of our workflow reconfiguration
performance experiment

7.2 Automatic Workplace Generation

Workflow Definition 1

We parsed the workflow definitions, and generated a role model and a workplace model. In order
to generate a workplace application for the WebSphere Portal, we first produced an XML configuration file that is used by the WebSphere Portal to
automatically create the layouts of the workplace.
Second, we generated source code for portlets for
the user interface components, such as Process
List, Work Item, and Navigation, required in the
workplace. Third, we utilized a portlet messaging
mechanism [28] provided by the WebSphere Portal Server to handle communications between
portlets. This enables the workplace to provide a
collaborative and integrated working environment
for a user to accomplish their work. Lastly, the
code is generated for a complete workplace application. A screen shot of our generated workplace
application is shown in Figure 1.

Number of workflow instances
running
Number of running workflow
instances affected
Reconfiguration
Script Generation
Time (ms)
Workplace Reconfiguration
Time (ms)
Instance Reconfiguration Time
(ms)
Work Items
update Time (ms)
Experienced
Deletion Time
(ms)
Actual Deletion
Time (ms)
Total Delay time
(ms)

7.3 Experiment
As an enterprise application, the workplace dynamic reconfiguration process can affect the business performance of the organization. Furthermore, it also impacts the user’s perception of the
working environment. Due to these reasons, we
conducted an experiment to evaluate the performance of our workplace dynamic reconfiguration
process. More specifically, we examined the execution overhead of the dynamic reconfiguration
process and its impact on user’s experience. In
our experiment, we applied the prototype workplace to the business processes of a typical commerce application, which contains 26 workflow
definitions. To test the performance of our reconfiguration technique, we deployed our generated
workplace on an Intel® Pentium® 4 desktop computer at 2.66 GHz with 1 GB of RAM. We listed
two example workflow definitions in Table 1.
In the case studies, we aim to determine the
following performance characteristics in our system: (1) The time needed for each step in the reconfiguration process, (2) the effect of processing
multiple workflow instances at run time. In the
first example (Workflow Definition 1 column in
Table 1), we tested a workflow definition that
involves two tasks that are bound to one application. We conducted two test cases for this workflow definition. In the first case, there was one

Workflow Definition 2

Test
Case 1

Test
Case 2

Test
Case 1

Test
Case2

1

3

1

2

1

2

1

1

4031

4094

4125

4344

53220

69392

568996

535963

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

6062

5422

72955

88830

57251

73486

573121

540307

workflow instance running and it was affected by
the reconfiguration process. In the second case,
there were three running workflow instances, and
two of them were affected by the reconfiguration
process. In the second example of workflow definition (Workflow Definition 2 column in Table 1),
tasks are bound to five applications. The two test
cases were conducted on the second workflow
definition. In the first case, one workflow instance
was affected by the reconfiguration process. In the
second test case, two workflow instances are initiated and one workflow instance of them was affected by the reconfiguration process.
We found that the reconfiguration process
takes the most amount of time (up to 568996 ms
or 7.5 minutes) during our experiments, as shown
in the row of Workplace Reconfiguration Time in
Table 1. Deletion operations also take time to
complete, as listed in the row of Actual Deletion
Time in Table 1. However, the actual deletion is
performed when the workplace is idle. Therefore,
the experienced deletion time is less than 1 second,
as depicted in the row of Experienced Deletion
Time in Table 1. In addition, we observed that the
instance reconfiguration time is negligible, as
indicated in the row of Instance Reconfiguration
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as high level domain-independent model that captures the problem domain. Through a sequence of
transformation, each step we provided more concrete design information, and eventually a workplace application can generated. The advantage of
this methodology is that it imposes a systematic
design process in the software development, and it
also provides a high degree of automation.
Research issues relating to workflow validating and flexible execution in workflow management systems have been studied in the past decade.
In [25, 26] a comprehensive study on flexibilities
in workflow engine is given: In [6][7][8][9] the
concept of workflow change primitives and workflow consistency criteria are proposed. In [24], the
flexibilities are implemented in the workflow
management system. However, these researchers
only address the issues of maintaining workflow
instance consistencies with respect to workflow
definitions. No others have examined the workflow execution environment, such as a workplace,
to be dynamically updated with changes from the
workflow definitions.
Researches in dynamic reconfiguration [11]
[12] have been predominant in recent years. The
latest advancement in this field is a study of autonomic computing [27], which aims to design systems that are self-managing, that is, selfconfiguring, self-healing, self-protecting, and selfoptimizing. Workplace applications share similarities with autonomic systems, since a workplace application has to detect the changes in the
workflow definition and adapt itself to such
change at run time. We believe our framework
leverages features from dynamic reconfiguration
and autonomic computing that allow the workplace to be dynamically configurable and adaptive
to the evolving workflow definitions.

Time in Table 1. Hence the total delay time in
each case is the sum of the time measurements for
each step, not including the actual deletion time.
Uploading new configurations in a WebSphere Portal Server is an expensive operation,
since it involves communicating with a back-end
database. However, the reconfiguration process is
conducted in the background, and only has impact
on the user who is working on the affected workflow instances. The user can continue to work on
other unaffected workflow instances during the
reconfiguration process. We expect a performance
increase by replacing the current desktop PC with
a powerful enterprise-level server. Adapting a
running workflow instance to the new workflow
definition is not time-consuming, since we observed that handling multiple workflow instances
does not increase the Instance Reconfiguration
Time. The applications we used in our experiment
are simple and do not access any back-end services. Furthermore, the workflow definitions studied do not involve large amounts of data; hence
the workflow instance reconfiguration time is
short. However, we expect longer delays for handling workflow instances for applications involving large amounts of database access.
Nevertheless, we expect the delays not to be noticeable by the users of the workplace.
In summary, the results of case studies show
that a workplace can be automatically generated
from business processes. In addition, this workplace can perform dynamic reconfiguration process without interrupting users’ work. This reduces
the cost of system interruption, and eases the
maintenance process for a frequently evolving
business application.

8 Related Work
The concept of workplace application is new to
the business domain. Most existing workplace
products, such as IBM workplace [16], MySAP.com workplace [17], are developed in recent
years. Many of these products are aim to support
business processes in the workplace. However, as
workflow definitions change over time, developing and managing a workplace application has
revealed challenges to the developers.
Model-driven development [10] has been
used in many application domains. The modeldriven develop process is suitable for generating
workplace application from business workflow
model because workflow model can be considered

9 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a framework for designing and reconfiguring a workplace according
to evolving business processes. We proposed a
framework to automatically generate workplace
applications from business processes. We further
proposed a reconfiguration process that allows a
workplace to automatically adapt to these changes
at run time. This framework can achieve high
automation in designing and configuring workplace applications. Our case studies demonstrated
that the reconfiguration process can be automatically performed without interrupting users’ work.
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In the future, we plan to examine the performance and management issues of workplace
reconfiguration, and refine the current approach to
incorporate more usability, reliability and scalability features.

[10] S. Sendall, W. Kozaczynski. Model Transformation: The Heart and Soul of ModelDriven Software Development, IEEE Software, Vol. 20, Issue 5, pp. 42 – 45, September 2003.
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